Ivory Coast
Yamoussoukro

Institutional and Political Framework

- Lack of regulation specific to non-sewered sanitation.
- Lack of clear definition of the local institutional framework for the sanitation sector.
- Absence of an ONAD representation in Yamoussoukro.

*Rasop*: Reinforcing Capacity of African Sanitation Operators on non-sewer and FSM Systems through peer-to-peer learning Partnerships Program aiming to improve fecal sludge management in urban areas, along with the non-sewered sanitation services quality with a learning partnership between peers.

Political and administrative capital of Ivory Coast: Yamoussoukro

- Population: 250,000
- Area: 3,500 km²
- Sewered sanitation: <10%
- Non-sewered sanitation: 90%

Beneficiary city of the RASOP program

**Shit Flow Diagram**

**CONTAINMENT**
- 17 public sanitary blocks.
- 37% of non-sewered sanitation facilities at risk.

**EMPTYING**
- 65% of the population resort to mechanical emptying.
- 35% of the population resort to manual emptying.
- 4 emptying companies.
- 6 emptying trucks.
- Existing emptiers association.
- Price of one manual emptying: 5,000 - 25,000 FCFA.
- Price of one mechanical emptying: 20,000 - 25,000 FCFA (for trucks 6 to 10 m³).

**TREATMENT AND REUSE**
- Absence of Fecal Sludge Treatment Plant (FSTP) = Wild dumping in lakes and outskirts.
- Construction project of 1 FSTP by ONAD in 2019.
- No initiative of fecal sludge reuse.
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**END-USE/DISPOSAL**
Main texts governing fecal sludge management

- **ENVIRONMENTAL CODE (ACT NO. 96-766 OF OCTOBER 3, 1996),** with its implementing decrees:
  - Decree No. 2011-482 of December 28, 2011 establishing and organizing ONAD.
  - Decree No. 2011-483 of December 28, 2011 establishing the National Fund for Emptying Sanitation (FNAD) and laying down the modalities for its functioning.

- **WATER CODE (ACT NO. 98-755 OF DECEMBER 23, 1998).**

- **ACT NO. 2003-208 OF JULY 7 2003** on the transfer and distribution of State powers to local authorities.

- **LAW NO. 0009/MCLAU/CAB OF MARCH 3, 2015** establishing the agreement for the collection, transportation and emptying of organic and biodegradable fecal sludge originating from non-sewered sanitation facilities.

- **MUNICIPAL DECREES OF FEBRUARY 14, 2019** on non-sewered sanitation in the city of Yamoussoukro.

In Côte d’Ivoire, the Directorate of Construction, Housing, Sanitation and Urban Planning is in charge of the elaboration of sanitation-related strategies.

The mission of the National Office for Sanitation and Emptying (ONAD) is to ensure access to sanitation and emptying facilities for the entire population. However, ONAD has no representation outside of Abidjan.

While Act No. 2003-208 should have transferred several competencies, including sanitation, to the municipalities, no implementing decree has been enacted to-date to make this law effective.

In about us.

Headquartered in Dakar, Senegal, Speak Up Africa is a Policy and Advocacy action tank dedicated to catalyzing leadership, enabling policy change, and increasing awareness for sustainable development in Africa. Through our platforms and relationships and with the help of our partners, we ensure that policy-makers meet implementers; that solutions are showcased and that every sector – from individual citizens and civil society groups to global donors and business leaders – contributes critically to the dialogue and strives to form the blueprints for concrete action toward public health and sustainable development on the continent.